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Abstract 

The purpose of this article is to explore the application of perception theory in 
hotel interior design. Through the analysis of the theory of perception, the ar-
ticle sums up its connection with the interior design of Modern Hotel, and 
sums up the hotel interior design method under the influence of three factors 
of visual perception, space-time perception, logical perception so as to im-
prove the level of humanization. Finally it will provide a basis for hotel inte-
rior design in the future. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to meet the needs of business and tourism arising from economic de-
velopment, Hotel industry has developed rapidly in recent years. From the tour-
ism data survey of the National Tourism Administration, the hotel industry has 
entered a golden age of rapid development. With the rapid growth of China’s 
tourism industry, and more frequent business activities in China, the hotel also 
showed an explosive growth in 2016 as lower travel industry. However, with the 
improvement of people’s living standards and the change of values, the simple 
provision of accommodation cannot meet the needs of the modern population. 
The theme hotel with regional culture, folk customs and urban memory is very 
popular. The interior design of Modern Hotel should not only meet the needs of 
the hotel itself and development, but also let the design reflect the characteristics 
of the hotel so as to attract customers to come. Humanization is the soul of hotel 
design, which puts forward higher requirements for designers. They should take 
into account the scale, scale, streamline and organization while ensuring the 
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comfort of guest rooms and public spaces. Therefore, the designer should start 
with the human perception, and research the comprehensive experience and 
emotional input in the hotel environment space, in order to create a humanized 
hotel room space. 

2. Perception Theory and Hotel Interior Space Design 

2.1. An Overview of the Theory of Perception 

Perception is the core content of the relationship between human and space. It is 
a process based on the feeling which is the further organization, recognition and 
interpretation of sensory information, thus helping people to express and un-
derstand the environment. Sensation refers to the active or passive reception and 
response of human organs to sounds, colors, odors, temperatures, etc. in the en-
vironment. Perception adds time dimension, thinking and memory subjective 
factors on the basis of sensory basis, and there are differences in personality and 
commonality because of the different background of personal living environ-
ment [1]. Therefore, perception is not only the sum of the simple sense informa-
tion of the environment, such as vision, hearing and touch, but also a compre-
hensive experience, understanding and emotional input to environmental in-
formation. James Gibson, an American cognitive psychologist, thinks that per-
ception is an active pursuit mechanism, not just a passive receiver. 

2.2. The Relationship between Perception Theory and Hotel  
Interior Design  

A successful hotel design should make use of its own geographical environment, 
space and regional cultural themes, and explore the material, surface layer and 
technology in depth that affect the comfort of the people, and make the custom-
ers unconsciously intoxicated in a micro and soft way. According to the theory 
of environmental availability proposed by James Gibson in 1970s [2]. The spatial 
layout, interface features, materials, components, modeling, furniture, color, or-
naments, and lighting are the elements of the hotel’s interior design, which can 
be used to stimulate the active interaction of people and environment so as to 
find the availability in the environment through perception. For example, when 
the environment provides customers useful elements, and thereby generates be-
havior, guides them in the process of perceiving, listening, sniffing, tasting, and 
touching in the hotel space, and thus stimulates new possibilities. Paying atten-
tion to the application of perception theory in hotel interior design is an impor-
tant procedure for building modern humanized hotel space. 

At present, the research of hotel interior design focuses on the orientation of 
the theme, the inheritance of regional culture, the integration of market econo-
my and the humanized design care, but pay less attention on the space environ-
ment design based on the perception of human psychological needs. A study of 
regional cultural theme hotel interior design based on customer perceived value, 
from the perspective of customer perception, which has summarized the rela-
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tionship with customer theme atmosphere experience, customer perceived value 
and customer behavior through a survey of regional cultural theme hotels in 
Suzhou [3]. Research on interior design style of architectural space based on user 
perception through different cases of 18 participants in the indoor design style 
and elements of the perception experiment, summed up the elements of the in-
terior design which influences users’ perception [4]. All of these are instructive 
to the writing of this paper. 

3. Application of Perception Theory in Hotel Interior Design 

The human experience indoor space through three kinds of perceptual levels. 
The first is visual perception which guides people l experience the environment 
directly, second is space-time perception based on the dynamic experience in the 
environment, and the third is the logical perception generated by the sports ex-
perience in the environment. This paper discusses the application of three kinds 
of perception in the hotel interior space to guide the humanized interior design 
method. 

3.1. Visual Perception—Coincidentally Borrowed  

Vision is the direct way to perceive space. People receive information selectively 
by watching, and feedback information to the brain. The brain produces differ-
ent psychological responses by judging information, processing and cognition, 
which is the formation process of visual perception [5]. The difference between 
it and vision is that vision is a simple presentation of things, and visual percep-
tion is the psychological control and grasp of the elements of shape, color, ma-
terial, and light in space. The designer use the elements such as component 
modeling, decoration, material and color, which can directly cause visual stimu-
lation in interior design of the hotel, which can directly cause visual stimulation 
and let customers to explore the space ,only in this way, can it infinites expan-
sion of the limited space, and improves the aesthetic and visual feelings of the 
space. Due to the pursuit of customer attendance and economic benefits, the in-
terior space of Modern Hotel has created many negative spaces. Using local con-
ditions and landscape techniques can join space and function well, with the in-
crease of narrative, the space is extended, and finally the spiritual resonance of 
the main body can be reached. 

Using borrow and delusion as means of enriching indoor visual perception to 
enhance visual perception. The room interior design of the Lucerne Hotel, de-
signed by Jean Nouvel, pays attention to the use of the roof interface. Its painting 
inspiration comes from the Renaissance, forms a strong contrast with its eleva-
tion, and creates a mysterious and romantic atmosphere for the customers com-
bine the light effect at night (Figure 1). It can also guide the refraction and ref-
lection of light through a series of devices to emphasize the subordination of 
some function. The Lucerne restaurant is located in the underground space. The 
lighting is very unfavorable. The interior walls of the building are leaning forward  
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Figure 1. Lucerne hotel room ceiling. 

 
to place glass mirrors with a certain refraction angle. Jean Nouvel uses the angle 
between the glass mirror, which makes the indoor space abstract and deformed, 
subverts the normal visual feelings of the people, thus making the space inter-
esting and fascinating. In the Wuyin hotel in Xiamen, China, the refraction glass 
mirror beside the shared hall will be used to create the borrowing space with the 
help of partition and natural light. It creates unique light and shadow effects 
through different angles of light, enrich people’s visual perception experience 
(Figure 2). The third way to enhance visual perception is to break the visual 
balance by increasing the contrast of spatial levels, emphasizing the special func-
tion of one space. For example, the reception hall of citizen M hotel in Paris, a 
group of visual devices called “refleting holons” is set up to increase the per-
ceived integrity by limiting the area and layer height which can help establish the 
overall design tone of the hotel (Figure 3). The theme hotel, six Xifeng Road, 
Baoji, China has created a dramatic stage space. The “bamboo altar” in the cen-
tral area, the falling red lantern grid, the continuous “immortals map” in the air, 
and the sinking display platform give the feelings of the public space inside and 
outside, high and low, far and close to different levels, which have a great visual 
impact (Figure 4). 

Coincidentally borrowed in hotel interior design can stimulate the human 
visual perception function, it sets up a series of guide devices and increase the 
space level contrast and other techniques to complete the extension and expan-
sion of space through the rich interface style, but also can get some special space 
effect, point out the main problem of space environment. 

3.2. Space-Time Perception—Dynamic Experience 

Steven Hall pointed out that changing time, light and sight are the foundation of 
human perception. The concept of “time” derives from the French philosopher  
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Figure 2. Wuyin Hotel corridor. 

 

 
Figure 3. Refleting holons device. 

 

 
Figure 4. Stage public space. 

 
Bergson, who believes that “the time of life is the real time”, space is the “mix-
ture of homogeneous time” [6]. In the indoor space, people know the environ-
ment through the change of time and position. In the indoor space, people know 
the environment through the change of time and position. The concept of 
“space-time” comes from the integration of time and space, and time is embo-
died through the movement of space. Space-time perception is different from 
spatial perception. It is dynamic and continuous, giving users the initiative to 
explore the environment. In the interior design of the hotel, it breaks through 
the limit of space scale, and uses human space-time perception to grasp the in-
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teraction of space material, shape, sequence and human, so that space can be 
used as a continuous experience. The interior design of Modern Hotel has paid 
the great attention to space experience and feeling, but the stratification and 
fragmentation is seriously, and there is a phenomenon that the functional cohe-
sion of each part is stiff. If the interaction of man and space can be combined, 
designers should add dynamic experience to design, and the narrative flow space 
will be create, so that the whole environment will be enhance. 

There are three ways to enhance hotel interior space-time perception. First, 
we can choose materials with local characteristics as hotel interior decoration 
materials. In the interior design of Taichung red dot Culture& Tourism Hotel, 
designers combine different materials with time and space as the major concept 
of interior design in subtle ways. For example, a series of materials with time 
memory, such as firebrick, baked brick and pebble, are used as decorative mate-
rials. Furniture also used the old elements in order to achieve a sustainable di-
alogue between interior decoration and environment, so that completed the con-
tinuation of memories in this area (Figures 5-7). Second, designers can try to  
 

 
Figure 5. Changes in indoor materials 
of Taichung red dot Culture & Tour-
ism Hotel. 

 

 
Figure 6. Changes in indoor materials 
of Taichung red dot Culture & Tour-
ism Hotel. 
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Figure 7. Changes in indoor materials of Taichung Red 
Dot Culture & Tourism Hotel. 

 
create “linear” space, for example, taking use of corridors, traffic space, con-
necting the intersection of the different room and giving space mobility. The 
landmark stainless steel spiral slide of the public lobby of the hotel is a vertical 
space component connected to one layer and two layers, making use of the 
meaning of time and space tunnel to let people feel the controllability of time 
(Figure 8). Stephen Wooden, the designer of the slide, points out that “slide is 
not for pleasure, but the symbol of the time and space”. Third, in the creation of 
space sequence, we can use the continuous ceiling, or increase a sense of order 
with the contrast of high and low, dark, straight and simple, in order to optimize 
the perception and experience of indoor space. The design of the lobby of Novo-
tel Century Hotel in Hong Kong is decorated with neutral colors, with the or-
derly arrangement of moss green and golden wood patterns, giving strong guid-
ance to the space. The intention of the arc background also fits well with the dy-
namic and flexible design concept (Figure 9). Interior design of Beijing Tong 
Ying Central Continental Hotel spa area takes note of the simultaneous consid-
eration of ceiling and vertical interface. The contrast between “light” and “dark”, 
“wide” and “narrow”, “real” and “virtual” strengthen the spatial attributes, give 
the space “moving” trend , and virtually enrich people’s space-time perception 
(Figure 10). 

People’s feeling in the hotel interior space is enhanced by delaying time in 
perceiving rhythm. The change of material, the contrast of the shape component 
and the construction of the sequence space all expand and extend the human 
consciousness, give the intention of the space experience and perception, and 
stimulate the people’s pursuit of the quality of the better life. 

3.3. Logical Perception—Associative Inference 

The logical thinking is formed in the condensed stage. It is the deepest stage of 
the spatial emotion experience. And it is a complement and deep reaction 
process of people to perceive things. It is a purely subjective thinking process [7]. 
Gestalt psychology’s Gestalt theory points out that the blank design, the virtual 
reality and the minimalism in the interior design will exert the space experience  
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Figure 8. The slide of the space. 

 

 
Figure 9. Space sequence. 

 

 
Figure 10. Spa area ceiling. 

 
to the extreme. Artistic conception comes from human reflection experience. 
This reflection has a deep influence on the reconstruction of human conscious-
ness and spatial cognition [8]. Logical perception is the evaluation of the envi-
ronment after visual perception and space-time perception. It is a perceptual ex-
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pression transformed through the user’s experience, and is the subjective self 
feedback of the user. In the interior design of the hotel, the contrast of light and 
material and the creation of new technology are helpful to guide people to think 
and associate the space environment. It is an important means to create the spi-
ritual space. With the development of the technology, the interior design style of 
the hotel tends to be scientific and personalized. How to take account of the spi-
ritual and cultural implants under the development of the new technology is an 
important proposition of the Modern Hotel design. 

The method of enhancing the logical perception of indoor space in the hotel 
can make use of clear spatial composition and simple furniture streamline to di-
vert the mind of people, so that they can talk to space. Cloud water Pavilion in 
Thousand Islet Lake creates a simple living space by clean, concise and sophisti-
cated design methods. The unsupported floating bar contrasts sharply with the 
white background wall, which causes people’s suspicion and imagination. How-
ever, with the change and experience of space, the psychological balance between 
customers in transformation and comparison has been established, and doubts 
have been answered. Infinitely space enlarges the measurement of people about 
thinking and feeling environment to another extent, triggering people’s process 
from “association” to “inference” (Figure 11 and Figure 12). Secondly, design-
ers can add lighting, temperature independent selection, control system to pro-
vide users with better quality in the design of guest room, and use the thinking 
to control the concept of humanized service. The intelligent booking system of 
Hong Kong Sleeping hotel is a model of Modern Hotel design, guests can choose 
the thickness of bed mattress, pillow size and quilt thickness according to their 
preferences by online booking system. At the same time, every dormant room 
has an adjustable indoor temperature and an indirect lighting device, which can 
make the indoor temperature and light controllable, so that to make the sleeping 
room more suitable for users’ needs (Figure 13).  

Logical perception aims to use process of “reasoning”, “association” and “uti-
lization” into the interior design of the hotel, which is helpful to the reflection of 
the objective things. A good hotel space will reappear in the consciousness of the  
 

 
Figure 11. A floating bar. 
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Figure 12. A floating bar. 

 

 
Figure 13. Sleeping room. 

 
human brain under the stimulation of a certain external environment, making it 
a place to retain memories. 

4. Conclusion 

Through the in-depth analysis of visual perception, space-time perception, logi-
cal perception and the case analysis of its application in hotel interior design, we 
can find that the three ways of interweaving and complementing each other are 
the effective ways to optimize the indoor space of Modern Hotel. Visual coinci-
dentally borrowed increases the creativity of interior design by breaking through 
the limitations of interior space. The dynamic experience of space-time streng-
thens the interaction between human beings and substance through the “four 
dimensions” of time. Logical association inference gives users initiative, com-
pletes the exchange of thinking between objects, and enriches the humanization 
experience of hotel interior space. Applying the perception theory to the hotel 
interior design can enhance the humanization level of the hotel, meet the diver-
sified needs of customers, and get the customers’ affirmation. It is the soft power 
of the hotel development, will also guide the sustainable development of the ho-
tel, and brings more economic and social benefits for the hotel, so this study has 
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a good practical significance. Only in this way, can we put the design method 
that accords with people’s perception rules into practice, and on the other hand, 
the design concept of hotel interior space is increasingly strengthened. 
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